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Melbourne invests in 
effective experiences

Gyeonggi is a rising star

Echoes in an empty 
Nay Pyi Taw

No longer just a wonderland of fun 

for kids, theme parks are making their 

spaces friendly for corporate hire and 

getting clients to see them in a new light



Marketplace

Luxury hotel, The Reverie Saigon, opens this 
month in downtown Ho Chi Minh City, bring-
ing with it 286 guestrooms and 15 function 
venues that are all beautifully furnished to 
invoke memories of resplendent palaces and 
chateaus.

Occupying the 27th to 39th floors of Times 
Square, the property offers clear city views 
and places guests within a five-minute walking 
distance from Lam Son Square, City Hall and 
the Notre Dame Cathedral, while the Museum 
of Ho Chi Minh City and Reunification Palace 
are within a kilometre away. 

Guestrooms’ interior draws on the design 
genius of four leading Italian furniture design-
ers – Provasi, Colombostile, Giorgetti and 
Visionnaire – and all feature walls of textured 
Italian silk, luxury bed linen, and delicate 
chandeliers and lamps. These rooms are also 
said to be the city’s largest, with regular rooms 

Dreams of grand palaces come 
alive in the new Reverie Saigon

ranging from 43-53m2 in size and suites from 
63-313m2.

There are 15 versatile venues for corporate 
meetings and private events, including the La 
Scala Grand Ballroom, an ornate room with 
Swarovski crystal chandeliers and walls lined 
with silk and onyx. Premium drinks, crystal 
glassware, carefully chosen scents and top-of-
the-line stationery are part of every meeting at 
The Reverie Saigon.

F&B options include The Royal Pavilion, 
serving Chinese cuisine; R&J, offering Italian 
cuisine; Café Cardinal, serving French cuisine; 
and The Long@Times Square café and bar.

Other facilities include a gym, swimming 
pool, outdoor jacuzzis, steam rooms, saunas 
and a spa.

Also located within Times Square is The 
Reverie Residence with 89 one- and two-bed-
room full-service apartments.


